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'Unhinged and insensitive': Greens Senator
Mehreen Faruqi slammed over 'appalling'
tweet claiming Queen led 'racist empire'
Greens Senator Mehreen Faruqi has been labelled “pig-ignorant” and “appalling” over a tweet condemning
Queen Elizabeth II following her death.

Joseph Huitson Digital Reporter
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Comments made in the wake of Queen Elizabeth II’s death
by Greens Senator Mehreen Faruqi have been slammed as
“insensitive” and “ignorant”.



In a social media post just hours after Her Majesty's death
was announced, Ms Faruqi said she can’t “mourn the leader
of a racist empire built on stolen lives, land and wealth of
colonised peoples”.

“Condolences to those who knew the Queen,” she wrote on
Twitter.

“I cannot mourn the leader of a racist empire built on stolen
lives, land and wealth of colonised peoples.

Stream more global news with Flash. 25+ news channels
in 1 place. New to Flash? Try 1 month free. Offer ends 31
October, 2022

In a social media post just hours later, Ms Faruqi said she can’t “mourn
the leader of a racist empire built on stolen lives, land and wealth of
colonised peoples”. Picture: NCA
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“We are reminded of the urgency of Treaty with First Nations,
justice & reparations for British colonies & becoming a
republic.”

The Senator's tweet prompted outrage given how soon it was
published after Her Majesty's death.

Speaking to SkyNews.com.au, the Institute of Public Affairs’
Gideon Rozner said the "unhinged" rant was embarrassing
for an Australian Senator.

“Mehreen Faruqi, Adam Bandt and the Greens should give it
a rest. Just take the day off,” he said.

“Mehreen Faruqi’s unhinged and pig-ignorant contributions
would be embarrassing for a second-year arts student, let
alone a federal senator.

“The Greens’ perennial nihilism and historical revisionism
may appeal to the 10 per cent of Australians who vote for
them, but will always be toxic for the mainstream.”
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Condolences to those who knew the Queen.

I cannot mourn the leader of a racist empire built 
on stolen lives, land and wealth of colonised 
peoples.

We are reminded of the urgency of Treaty with First 
Nations, justice & reparations for British colonies & 
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Chairman of the Australian Monarchist League Eric Abetz
also expressed his disappointment at Senator Faruqi’s
“appaling” intervention.

“The insensitivity of the comments is matched by an
ignorance of matters historical which combine to make for
an unseemly intervention,” he told SkyNews.com.au.

“On an occasion where the world along with Australians are
combining in their grief at the loss of our Queen of Australia
noting the passing of an era and of a wonderful warm
gracious human being we have a desperate attempt by a
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public �gure unable to extend the common decencies and
courtesies which should be extended in a civilised society.
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This unhinged, poorly-informed and ahistorical rant by a univ
ersity professor (yes, she really is - I checked) tells you everythi
ng you need to know about the state of Australian universitie
s. https://t.co/dHuH73QIdM

— Gideon Rozner (@GideonCRozner) September 9, 2022

“One hopes the senator gains the personal insight to
understand how inappropriate her intervention has been.

“Her Majesty presided over the Commonwealth of Nations
including many ethnicities peoples and cultures.

“To besmirch Her Majesty in the manner undertaken is
appalling and completely �ies in the face of the objective
evidence.”

Ms Faruqi’s post comes just hours after Greens leader Adam
Bandt was slammed for being “insincere” as he called for a
republic.
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Rest In Peace Queen Elizabeth II.

Our thoughts are with her family and all who loved 
her.

Now Australia must move forward.

We need Treaty with First Nations people, and we 
need to become a Republic.
8:27 AM · Sep 9, 2022
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“Rest In Peace Queen Elizabeth II,” Mr Bandt said.

“Now Australia must move forward.

“We need a Treaty with First Nations people, and we need to
become a Republic.”

The Greens leader is a strong supporter of Australia
becoming a republic and as a result refuses to display the
Australian Flag behind him during press conferences.
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He also showed support for indigenous Greens senator Lidia
Thorpe calling the Queen “a coloniser” when swearing her
oath of of�ce in August.

Appearing on Sky News Australia shortly after was Nationals
MP Barnaby Joyce, who said it’s not appropriate to push
political agendas this soon.

“Today is not the day to play politics and this sort of
buffoonery of using this as a soap box to push your political
agenda,” he told host Tom Connell.

“Why not re�ect on the dignity and grace of a human being
whose passed away.”

Sky News Australia host Piers Morgan says Her Majesty the Queen "never put a foot
wrong" and was an extraordinary woman. Mr Morgan said the Queen "provided so
much solace and comfort" to Britain and "so much inspiration to the world". "That is…



Her Majesty, the longest-reigning monarch in British history,
died aged 96 surrounded by family at her Balmoral home,
with her son issuing a statement at about 4am AEST.
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Antony 1 year ago

Stolen land she says...does she also mean the land that was used to
create Pakistan, which didn't exist until 1947?

Should they give that stolen land back to India?

Report

Martin 1 year ago

There may be only negative consequences in pushing Diversity and
Inclusiveness for all we are worth.
Some high achieving nations are quite plainly reducing to a
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minimum such fashionable ideas.
There is zero rational basis for them after all is said and done : the
wreck social cohesion.  Is that a good thing as well ?
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Wattsie 1 year ago

I was born and raised in England but for half my life I have called
Australia home. I have only ever known one monach and I mourn her
passing. There is no place for politics in a persons passing whether it
be a someone of authority or not. When I (legally) emigrated to
Australia with my wife (who is of asian decent) we followed one
simple ethic - "assimilate or ship out". Australia is one of the greatest
places in this world to live and we as immigrants are priviledged to
be here - we should not try to change this country into the one we
left !

Report

Like 3 Reply

Charles 1 year ago

These comments  say a lot about the ethics of the greens. It is also a
poor re�ection  on all who support and vote for them. How many will
refuse the day off in her memory?

Report

Dee 1 year ago (Edited)

You Know it really makes me sick when you live in a commonwealth
country and most came for a better life and then you complain I am
so sick of this card being played by some of the immigrants who live
here, You are here because in your country it was bad to live as a
woman you had no life and men ruled in most of the middle eastern
countries and if you don't like it you can go back to Pakistan, or
where ever it is, You are lucky to be here and as most will say it is the
best country, what I will never understand is why come in the �rst
place, we are a commonwealth country and very proud, I too am an



Like 6 Reply

immigrant and I am so glad that I am here, I love Australia and all it
stands for.

Report

Like  10 Reply

Fuzz 1 year ago

I am extremely sad at the tweets of Green Senator Mehreen Farooqi
who is being paid by Australian text payer where she lives and enjoys
her life in a colony" Australia" and I am proud to say that I left
Pakistan and called Australia the best country of the world my home
till I die. I think people like Mehreen should denounce Pakistan
citizenship and leave Australia. I am proud to vote for LNP since 2013
and will do till I die and  I am going to be the member of LNP and
take part in the politics of my home Australia and one day I may be a
senator or a member of Parliament who will �ght for Australia in
politics against left loony Green and Labor.
I am proud to be conservative and right wing .

Report

Like 5 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

the farooqi also pledge allegiance to the Commonwealth of
Australia and as such also the Queen, this is the respect for such
grace is a misalignment and refutation of its own sworn
commitment, this is a disgusting example of what the greens
and socialism stands for

Report

Like 3 Reply

JOE 1 year ago

How old is bob brown now?

I can feel a twitter �urry coming on one day soon 😂😂😂

Report



Like  11 Reply

The Climate Magician 1 year ago

The greens want respect for all minorities, and that is a Nobel cause.
Unfortunately they just don’t give any respect to anyone else, the
hypocrisy of the green fascists is now in full view for all to see. How
can anyone support the greens is beyond comprehensive.
I wonder if Mr Bandt will have the same accolades when he is 96?

Report

Like  13 Reply

Nancy 1 year ago

Why do we tolerate these bottom dwelling rubbish greens!

Report

Like  15 Reply

Brian Perth North 1 year ago

Absolute appalling comments

Report

Like 22 Reply

Tim 1 year ago

The people who vote green really have to take a look at themselves in
a mirror.  Do you really feel comfortable supporting pure hate.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

No, I suspect that's why they vote Green.

Report

JOE 1 year ago

It's  interesting to read the comments from the green cult

They really are a commune with one shared thought



Like 6 Reply

y y g

They just seem to pass that thought around between them
and take turns to talk (or grunt) 😂😂😂😂😂

Report

Like  19 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

Funny how these poisonous people all use the same script. Lydia
Thorpe, AOC and another University professor, Uju Anya, in the US
today, have used the same code words: racist Empire, stolen wealth
and colonisation etc.

It’s now a thing, as they say.

Report

Like 7 Reply

JOE 1 year ago

Exactly what I've been saying, they seem to have one thought
between them and take turns to talk 

Report

Like 5 Reply

Dee 1 year ago

And yet none of them want to live in there own countries, funny
that.

Report

Like 8 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Hope you people will wake up to yourselves, left right, blah. Dont
matter that much. Our Queen is dead "God Save the Queen". So,
what to do? Make your kids entry and existence better than your
own, ok. SIMPLE.

Report



Like  15 Reply

Devil_Dog 1 year ago

Why can't aliens come down �nally and tell everyone it was their
land �rst so it will stop all the whinging and greedy "this is my land"
BS

Report

Like 6 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Were all human, some of us it appears after 250 years, still
cannot be held to account. It's called 'not having a go' and living
in the wilderness. And being encouraged to do so.

Report

Like 7 Reply

AndyM 1 year ago

DD if you were an alien and saw this planet and what it’s
become would you come and say hello?! 

Report

Like 6 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

They lock all the doors on their spaceship and get the hell
out.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Seen that movie.

Report

Danielle 1 year ago

Lock all the doors, like your ScoMo did..,and then have the
RB print worthless money? Like that, you mean?
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Like 4 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

The printing of worthless money from what I understand
is mostly the issuance of government bonds which are
then bought by the Fed (or the sovereign equivalent).
That is if the bonds are not bought elsewhere. It also
involves the practice of rolling the bonds over instead of
paying at expiration.
As far as I'm aware, all western governments have been
doing this at a high rate ever since 2008 and it is a non
partisan activity. They are all at it.

Report

Show More Replies

Like  Reply

Wilgre 1 year ago

Don't be delusional !! 😁

We'd NUKE YOU from Mars!! 👽

Report

Like  Reply

Billy B 1 year ago

I absolutely admire Prince Harry...stood by his partner in the most
dif�cult circumstances...he is a hero

Report

Like 9 Reply

Dogs in Space 1 year ago

No doubt you do....possibly they could call on Oprah again and
tell a few more yarns.

Report
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Like 4 Reply

1901 🇦🇺 1 year ago (Edited)

D I S 
Gold !

Report

Like  1 Reply

Billy B 1 year ago

DIS...maybe they could...so what?

Report

Like 5 Reply

Dogs in Space 1 year ago

Interesting how those two wanted British media out of
their lives, yet once settled in the US both Harry and
Meghan spread their woke wings and told stories, Most of
which have been proven to be false or fabricated.

Why would you admire that type of person? 

Report

Like 2 Reply

Wilgre 1 year ago

I think you spelt LIES wrong Space Dog.

Report

Like 4 Reply

Stephen P 1 year ago

Billy B, why can't you say 'wife' instead of 'partner', they are
married. It cost the UK people a lot of money for them to be
married.

Report



Like 4 Reply

JOE 1 year ago

Wife??? That's a bit progressive isn't it?

I'm sure the next gen after gen z will be mocking the use of
pronouns 😂

Report

Like  1 Reply

Wilgre 1 year ago

We can only hope m8!!

Report

Like  Reply

JOE 1 year ago

Karma 😂

This gen is surely going to be mocked for generations to
come 😂

Report

Like 5 Reply

JOE 1 year ago

Hahaha

You come on here and take the time to write just to bait people
😂

Report

Like 2 Reply

MissyMoo 1 year ago

He's not the only one JOE. There are a few on here that have
the same modus operandi, that's why I have learnt not to
take the bait.  

Report



Like 24 Reply

Daddy Pig 1 year ago

Pakistan, you can have her back. 
Contribution to Australian civil society = zero. 

Report

Like 4 Reply

The Climate
Magician 1 year ago

I’d say having no civil wars, stable modern government system
that people take for granted is a very large contribution that
you just brush aside like it would have always been like that no
matter what.

I quote Mark Twain” Never argue with stupid people, they will
drag you down to their level and then beat you with
experience.“

Report

Like 2 Reply

Dee 1 year ago

I'm with you trouble is she wont want to g back they do not
treat their women very well

Report

Like 28 Reply

1901 🇦🇺 1 year ago

If you don’t love or respect Australia 
Please leave .
Especially people that have chosen to come here. 
I’m a proud son of immigrant parents.
Australian way of life must be preserved.

Report



Like 2 Reply

Billy B 1 year ago

JL...which means what?

Report

Like  11 Reply

1901 🇦🇺 1 year ago

Be a proud Aussie 
Otherwise leave

Show some respect to Her Majesty 

Respect and admire some of the great achievements over
the last 200 years 

Report

Like 2 Reply

Billy B 1 year ago (Edited)

JL..and sommers and AJ...are you suggesting that
everyone who comes here has to be a monarchist?

Report

Like 8 Reply

1901 🇦🇺 1 year ago

You swear an allegiance to the queen, going forward to
the king. Parliamentarians swear an allegiance to
monarchy.
Respect ! 
Something many don’t understand 

Report

Stephen P 1 year ago

No, you respect the country you're living in Australia.
Australia is under the Commonwealth, and the Queen



Like 7 Reply

Australia is under the Commonwealth, and the Queen
was the head of the Commonwealth. If they don't like how
it is - leave and go back to where they came from.

Report

Like 3 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

not at all, but abuse and support of abuse is not
acceptable especially to someone that is unable to
respond to such abuse

Report

Like 2 Reply

Dee 1 year ago

Agreed!!!

Report

Like 2 Reply

Sommers 1 year ago

Exactly what she said.

Report

Like 3 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

not you obviously

Report

Like 21 Reply

JOE 1 year ago

Ironically her tweet is racist

Report

Billy B 1 year ago

I've never voted Greens, but good on the the senator for having the



Like 4 Reply

, g g
courage to call this out

Report

Like 9 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

What out?

Report

Like 2 Reply

Billy B 1 year ago

Aaron...white elitism for one

Report

Like  15 Reply

Dogs in Space 1 year ago

Why don't you check out African history and look into the
slave trade? You might �nd power and ambition also run
strong within African tribes. Maybe check out Middle
Eastern history and see that white European slaves were
taken for centuries.

You know, just look at history with a wide �eld of view.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Billy B 1 year ago (Edited)

DIS...are you agreeing that the royal family are white
elitists?

And are you suggesting that this is justi�ed because of
what has happened to white people in their history?

Report

Reardon 1 year ago

White Elitism! where do you get this stuff from?
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White Elitism! where do you get this stuff from?

Report

Like  1 Reply

Billy B 1 year ago

Reardon...are non-whites welcomed into the royal family?

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

yes and exist

Report

Like  1 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

Ed Reardon?

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Elitism full stop I'd say, race/colour is a classic tactic used
to sow division. 

It's always been about the haves and have nots.

Report

Like 21 Reply

Aitch 1 year ago

@Billy B I don't see a total lack of respect for the death of
anybody as "courageous".

I see it as totally disrespectful.

Report

JOE 1 year ago
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That's how greens voters de�ne "courage" ??

Wow

Report

Like 4 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Well. A museum full of natural history, obviously goes beyond
itself If it includes Humam achievements. So when would
you like to stop, the light bulb? 

Report

Like 21 Reply

Jute 1 year ago

There should be a crime attached to her statement but because of
the superior laws provided by the “Western World”, we all enjoy
freedom of speech, even those who speak disgusting �lth.

Report

Like  18 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

Don't worry, comrades.
The left are planning to make free speech they don't like a
jailable crime.

Report

Danielle 1 year ago

“The left are planning to make free speech they don't like a
jailable crime.”

Is that supposed to resemble a sentence? 

We truly are a limited as a nation when we feel free to post



Like  1 Reply

We truly are a limited as a nation when we feel free to post
and have zero grip on our own proud language. 

Report

Like 3 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

well said Paul, that is the start point for such socialists and
the greens/labor coalition

Report

Like 5 Reply

MattX 1 year ago

Wow! Whilst trying to shame someone about their
grammar(which clearly speaks more about you), you then
show your true colours.
Being in previous comments, you're the one going on
about racism and white elites etc you then make a
statement about some people have zero grip on our
proud language.
So immigrants should not "feel free" to post here if they
are not well versed in the English language and
grammar?
You just presume everyone on here is born here and had a
high education? 

If you're going to get on your high horse, at least have the
decency to look at its head and not it's behind.

Enjoy your double standards.

Report

Like 20 Reply

D 1 year ago

The PM needs to call this out.

Report

A kid from the



Like 21 Reply

A kid from the
noughties 1 year ago

Albanese and the ALP are hand in glove with the greens.

Report

Like  16 Reply

dinky di 1 year ago

Exactly, they are just as bad.

Report

Like 2 Reply

Koss 1 year ago

No they are not. They share a view on the reality of climate
change but they differ on just about every other issue.

Report

Like 7 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

so they are the greens/labor coalition, albo does not move
or speak unless approved by bandt

Report

Like 6 Reply

dinky di 1 year ago

There the one's that put the  weasel there, with there
preferences no principle what so ever, which makes them
worse. 

Report

Reardon 1 year ago

They share a view on climate change Koss. The "reality" of
climate change is just you adding your opinion. In my
view the reality of climate change is different to yours.
My view is that at 0.04% CO2, we don't have enough CO2
to achieve the catastrophe the greens predict That is 4



Like 6 Reply

to achieve the catastrophe the greens predict. That is 4
CO2 molecule per 10000 molecules. The other 9996
molecules (mostly nitrogen and oxygen) don't absorb in
the infrared range (well there is also CO and CH4 in tiny
amounts). You are expecting a lot from those 4 vibrating
molecules. Perhaps that's why the stats show either
miniscule or no warming. If you know how 0.04% will lead
to catastrophe let me know the mechanism.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Koss 1 year ago

Please provide your peer reviewed research.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

You sound EXACTLY like an antivaxer.

And you no doubt are. 

Take a bow. 

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Well, AJ, you voted for a sinking ship so you really should
stop blaming others for voting elsewhere. Yes, Labor
wouldn’t have succeeded on their own. When was the last
time a Lib govt earned an absolute majority? 

Report

Stuart 1 year ago

The Queen previously and new King also have opinions on
the reality of climate change which align with Labor.
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Must be hand in glove too I guess.

Report

Like 4 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago (Edited)

I don't know what to say Koss, I'm just quoting basic
chemistry. I don't have to give a reference for the infrared
absorbance of CO2. Nor do I have to give a reference that
N2 & O2 do not absorb in the infrared. Pick up any
university level text book.
The 4:10000 ratio is simple math based on the widely
published CO2 �gures.
That infrared absorbance causes bond stretching
(vibration) is 2nd year chemistry.
The onus is on you to prove that such a perturbation will
lead to catastrophic climate change. That's an assertion or
hypothesis based on modelling and that modelling has a
high level of uncertainty. 
Peer review of research is a reassurance, it is not de�nitive
proof. I have peer reviewed scienti�c work in the past. My
review just represents my interpretation of the  data
presented.
"Peer review" in early 2021 indicted the the mRNA
vaccines could prevent infection and transmission of Cov2.
Peer reviewed research in 2022 says they cannot.
Empirical evidence proves they cannot just as the
empirical evidence for the magnitude of climate change
is debated. 
This is not really the forum for tech debates but you did
ask.

Report

Like 3 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

What is an antivaxer? Is that another pejorative term?

Report



Like 3 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

labor would never have won on their own, the reason the
greens/labor coalition was formed, albo at the beck and
call of bandt, enjoy the planned removal of democracy
and the wished for installation of racism, all of which will
fail, well done

Report

Like 4 Reply

The Climate
Magician 1 year ago

I quote Mark Twain, Never argue with stupid people, they
will drag you down to their level and then beat you with
experience.… good bye Danielle and Koss.

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Oh dear, Danielle & Koss used well formed arguments and
statements based in fact to engage with you, your
conclusion, they're stupid people.

Says it all really.

Report

Like  Reply

What Son. 1 year ago

Well said.

Report

Like  1 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

agree the lack of facts in socialism is the condition of
socialist stupidity

Report
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Like  13 Reply

AndyM 1 year ago

And upset his kingmakers?! I think not. Albopuppet will be very
quiet on this one. When you win on preferences it’s hard to rule 

Report

Like 26 Reply

Hagar 1 year ago

Australia as we know it . Changed forever today . And the thanks  to
these degenerates, Everyone is getting a taste of the Australia of the
future 

Report

Like 9 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Yes nasty, nasty people out there for sure. This is not politically
at all, never was. Humanity has gone down the drain. It's simply
impossible for Us to care anymore, unless it's over our Own
carcasses. God help us, it's so ignorant.

Report

Like 2 Reply

Koss 1 year ago

The best that can be said about Faruqi's comment is that it has
shown us the unhinged vitriol of the lunar right commenters here. It
was a totally inappropriate comment but it's just that, it won't hurt
you.

Report

Dennis 1 year ago

Funny how you label the public response as "vitriol" but
F i' i i i l?
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Faruqi's comment is not vitriol?

Report

Like 3 Reply

Koss 1 year ago (Edited)

Look the word up. If Faruqi's post is all she said then there
was no bitter abuse just an opinion that she could not mourn
the Queen's passing. 

Report

Like 7 Reply

Dennis 1 year ago

No.  And no.

Report

Like 4 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

Yeah, I looked the word up and it is vitriol.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Koss 1 year ago

So the dictionary de�nition of vitriol is vitriol? 

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

You looked up “vitriol” and found “vitriol”? 

Brilliant. 

Report

Hagar 1 year ago
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Hagar 1 year ago

Another do gooder lefty opinion 

Report

Like 9 Reply

JOE 1 year ago

Actually it does hurt to read that

The greens only purpose now seems to be to divide Australians

Very sad

Report

Like 4 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

You should see the unhinged vitriol from your own side when
people profess support for Trump.
But that's different isn't it?

Report

Like  Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

You are advocating for a failed president - born to wealth -
who absolutely failed as a leader - and then actively
advocated to thwart justice???

Yeah, great argument for democracy right there. 

Democracy gives you a result you don’t like..,so, let’s
overthrow democracy & let’s call that dictatorship logic
patriotism.

Can’t believe people like YOU fell for that fascist manure. 

Report

AJ 1 year ago



Like 3 Reply

Fantastic Mr Trump,  very well constructed condolence,
and hoping a return to being the best President after the
farce of loss demo joe

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Why on earth would you support Trump? Are you American?

Exasperation with those who willfully ignore the endless lies,
completely self serving incompetence and threat to
democracy and rule of law which Trump represents isn't
unhinged vitriol.

Report

Like  1 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

signi�cantly more consistent and able to function much
better than dopey joe

Report

Like  1 Reply

MissyMoo 1 year ago

Why on earth would you support Adam Bandt, Lidia
Thorpe or Mehreen Faruqi?

Report

Like 21 Reply

dinky di 1 year ago

Every one is angry with the toxic greens, but the anger should be
directed at the socialist Labor party, there the ones that put them
there with their preferences. How sick are they, they have no
principal or integrity. Win at all cost, they are the real enemy. 

Report



Like  1 Reply

Koss 1 year ago

That shows a total misunderstanding of our proportional voting
system. You should also provide one example of a Socialist
policy being pushed by the Labor Party.

Report

Like  16 Reply

Dennis 1 year ago

That shows a total misunderstanding of our
proportional voting system.

No, it shows a keen understanding of the voting system.

You should also provide one example of a Socialist
policy being pushed by the Labor Party.

Climate bill just passed parliament.  Where you been?

Report

Like 2 Reply

Koss 1 year ago (Edited)

You obviously don't understand our Senate voting system
and the climate bill is a classic example of capitalism
being used to tackle a problem .

The Labor government has provided the conditions for
people to promote and invest in renewable energy and
pollution abatement projects.

These investors will expect a return on investment,
capitalism at work. If you don't know what socialism is or
how our voting systems work, just say so

Report
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Like 3 Reply

steve070 1 year ago

Right leaning Teals fully support climate change action.. 

Report

Like 6 Reply

Dennis 1 year ago

Right-leaning?  Spare us.

Report

Like 4 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

most are wanting to stop the socialist spread, so as
presenting support for socialism what is the argument to
support racism, is there any, or is that just the socialist
lack of understanding, enjoy the higher cost of cab fares
that will keep such within the cbd

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

AJ, what are you trying to say?

Your comments are not aligning to the topic.

Report

Paul 1 year ago

Here's a socialist policy
Climate idiocy
Taxing the electricity bills of the poor and middle class to
subsidise the wealthy unreliables owners.

How's that for a transfer of wealth ccomrade?
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Like 2 Reply

Koss 1 year ago

Taxation is not Socialism and we know that the lack of
cheaper renewable energy has increased energy bills.

Report

Like  10 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

Taxing the poor to pay the rich is socialism 

Report

A kid from the
noughties 1 year ago

Here we go again.

Renewables get subsidies that coal and gas powered
electrical power providers don't receive.

Renewables don't provide base load power.  Only reliable
power suppliers can do that; power generated via coal
and gas.

Albanese is going to spend enormous amounts of
taxpayer funds just to help renewable power supplies.

Albanese is also going to use taxpayer funds to make
purchasing EVs cheaper.  That won't help low income
earners.

Tell us what is going to make renewable power cheaper?

Cutting off the taxpayer provided subsidies for the
renewables?



Like  16 Reply

Using more EVs which require power from thin air?

Tell us where we can buy genuinely cheaper power that is
provided by renewables? The Fairy Godmother doesn't
sell it.

Report

Like 2 Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Nope, that's coalition policy.

Report

Like 6 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago (Edited)

Taxation is an instrument that can be (and is) used to
advance socialism in the sense that it can even the wealth
distribution.
I suppose in a perfect socialist system though there would
be no taxation at all.
No one has yet achieved the "perfect" socialist system but
many still think it is attainable. I am not one of them.

Report

Like 5 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

So I guess the solution to high energy bills then Koss is to
not pursue renewable energy unless it cab be cost
competitive.

Report

Koss 1 year ago

It is already cheaper.
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Like  1 Reply

Koss 1 year ago

It is not. If it is then Tax Cuts MK3 are pure Socialism.

Report

Like 5 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

Kid, you are dealing in reality whereas the greens believe
the reality is going to change.
I'm with you (at least for the next 50 years)

Report

Like 8 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

all know that the unreliables will destroy all economic
prosperity for Australia except the socialist elites, enjoy the
mirrors and fans especially in the still of night

Report

Like 8 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

more expensive by a factor of 165% when manufacture
and end of life disposal that must be included is
calculated, but that was already known and desired in the
path to socialism by labor

Report

Nullius in verba
(The Original) 1 year ago

Well I hate to remind you that there is plenty of
renewables in Britain and Germany, and look at the mess
they are in.  Anyway, you will not have to wait long as the
new Labor /Greens coalition will drive are energy prices
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/ gy p
through the roof.  Wake up Koss. 

Report

Like 4 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

I thought you said it wasn't cheaper. Anyway, we will not
hit the net zero target irrespective of whether it is a
mandate or not. 
Even if by a miracle we did, what difference would it make
to a globe full of countries that will not reciprocate?

Report

Like  Reply

Koss 1 year ago

You are describing a progressive taxation system.

Report

Like 2 Reply

The Climate
Magician 1 year ago

Sorry Germany and California have the highest energy
costs in the world while they are trying to lead the was
with the introduction of unreliable energy from wind mills
and solar panels.
Some facts need to be injected into the conversation.

Report

Like  Reply

Wilgre 1 year ago

Well said Noughties Kid!!!

Report

dinky di 1 year ago

The sky is falling in for a start. 
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Like 7 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

I'd say af�rmative action is a socialist policy and that is
promoted by Labor.

Report

Like 7 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

unionism and membership of the socialist alliance, sorry that
is two, but maybe some comprehension will come to the fore

Report

Like 8 Reply

JOE 1 year ago

Are you serious?

You are arguing that Labor is not socialist??

What are they then??

Report

Like  12 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

There's no difference between the far left Labor and
watermelons.

Report

Like  11 Reply

Hagar 1 year ago

And isn’t that apparent here 

Report
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50% Rejected 1 year ago

Time to "drain the swamp" . . .

Report

Like 4 Reply

dinky di 1 year ago

Hear Hear, only our military can help us now. 

Report

Like 2 Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

What are the military going to do?

They vote, we have this government, what on earth are you
talking about?

Report

Like 3 Reply

dinky di 1 year ago

Quite obvious, ain't it. 

Report

Like 2 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

No, it’s not. 

Unless you are spruiking our own undemocratic version of
MAGA. 

Report

Stuart 1 year ago

No, it really isn't dd, what exactly do you mean?

What does the military have to do with any of this?
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What does the military have to do with any of this?

Report

Like  Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

How do you de�ne MAGA?

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Fair call, MAGA is inherently undemocratic.

Report

Like  15 Reply

The Climate Magician 1 year ago

To be honest, the greens could not even polish her shoes.

Report

Like 2 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

I would hope not, as a Green voter. 

Report

Like  12 Reply

Hagar 1 year ago

And to think the lefty Labor have given this rabble a boost to be able
to have a voice in parliament 

Report

Like 2 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Democracy…sad that you are opposed to it. 

Report



Like 2 Reply

RSP 1 year ago

Danielle, just like a green voter you babble on without any
understanding of the facts. Democracy is not what we have
in Australia. Elections by preferences is a butchered version
of Democracy. It is not one person one vote. If the party I vote
for does not get enough votes that party can then use my
vote however they want. In other words the individual at the
top of that party is voting millions of times, regardless of how
I originally wanted to vote. 

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

This is simply untrue, preferential voting allows freedom
of choice, it's known where preferences go, it allows
people to vote more in line with their beliefs, the outcome
is then better re�ective of the overall views of the
electorate.

Report

Like  1 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

backward lies, the preferential system denies individual to
be individual and only allows party lines, totally against
democracy, it is only the views of any party, not the
electorate
it isi the cause of the latest greens/labor coalition

Report

Like 3 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

Yet another "I'm right and you're wrong" statement Danielle.

Report

AJ 1 year ago



Like  1 Reply

a pitiful example of support for racism and division that
removes democracy

Report

Like 22 Reply

Kookaburra 1 year ago (Edited)

If Mehreen Faruqi stopped for a moment, and used her brain, she
would understand that the Queen did not reign over a racist realm.
The United Kingdom, has always welcomed different people from
different countries and cultures. In fact, Commonwealth nations
speci�cally have certain rights in their relationship as a
Commonwealth Country. Perhaps Faruqi refers to people (past Kings
and Queens) who were enthroned at the times and periods Faruqi
refers to. Queen Elizabeth II always considered the Commonwealth
nations part of the realm, and also their people accordingly. From
this perspective, Faruqi is just plain ignorant to blame people from
the present, for the mistakes of people from the past. Typical of the
half thought out Greens ideology. And certainly the wrong time to
express her ignorance, to a nation which largely loved and embraced
the Queen. Clearly Faruqi in her quest to virtue signal, and criticise
others, simply does not understand much at all, and would be best
advised to keep her mouth closed on subjects of which she knows
little.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Your statement does not properly re�ect what Ms Faruqi said
and you are being selective about history.

Report

Like 6 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

Kooka's statement looked accurate to me Stuart, you'll have
to read between the lines for us.

Report



p y p

Like  10 Reply

Nullius in verba
(The Original) 1 year ago

No Mehreen Faruqi is being selective. She has neglected to
mention that her Father Studied at the University of New
South Wales in the 50's and was a bene�ciary of the
Colombo Plan. Mehreen herself has immigrated to Australia
and has wallowed in the fruits of our so called "colonial Past". 
Yet on the death of our beloved Queen, she cannot conceal
her contempt for us and  maligned our beloved Queen.
Shame on her, and shame on you for supporting her. 

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

“Our so called ‘colonial past’”.

“So called?”

That is exactly what it is. 

???

And this is why this has upset you so.

Because of the respect you demand from Australians for
our colonisers. 

Report

Like 3 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

so the socialist is now supporting the racism, what
arguments to being racist, there are none, well what is the
desired opinion of such feeling human

Report



Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

I have read your post numerous times and cannot for the
life of me work out what you are saying. 

I’m a racist socialist because I supported the reality that
we are a British colony?

We do have a GG as Head of State. 

That would irrefutably indicate we are a British colony. 

As for being a socialist - the accusation is entirely (but
unsurprising) ill-informed.

Do you know what socialism is?

Voting for a party that you didn’t vote for doesn’t make
anyone a socialist.

But, when you thrive on talking head after talking head on
your fave TV channel every night wrongly lecturing you on
what to believe, who could blame you for having zero
ideal about socialism or Green policies? 

Report

Like  1 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

No that is not why it has upset people. I don't really know
how to explain this given the belief system you seem to
support.

Report

Danielle 1 year ago

And how exactly is my “belief system” so offensive to you?



Like  1 Reply Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

What have I posted that falls short of “feeling human”? 

Report

Like 3 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

Do you agree with the disgusting statement made by the
socialist greens in abuse of Queen Elizabeth II

The best ever GG was Sir John Kerr

Voting for self proclaimed socialists in greens and labor
that makes the voter socialist

I have lived in the worst of socialist countries, not pleasant
is the best way to describe such an experience Ideals are
not socialist, deny others an opinion and removing
freedoms and removing democracy is socialism

  gain real life experience the facts will frighten you as the
claim of wanting socialism frightens the rest of us,

there is no colony now, I do not live in the past or try to
rewrite history,

but as with being human, learn and believe there is hope
for all true and real Australians in us without the need to
have some socialist bureaucrat make any decisions for
any individual and will live without any socialist
permissions

Report

Stuart 1 year ago

Wh t di ti t t t?



Like  Reply

What disgusting statement?

You're getting very worked up about free speach, it's
pretty weird really.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

You lose ALL credibility with this garbage::

“..,self proclaimed socialists in greens and labor that
makes the voter socialist.”

This is not at all true. 

You can repeat yourself all you like. 

Your heart-felt post is completely negated with this
absolute fallacy. 

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

AJ yesterday you said you're part of an already happening
insurrection, now I can't even work out what you're trying
to say.

Also I'm sure you don't know what socialism means given
the way you keep using the word.

Report

RSP 1 year ago

Except you voted Greens and your vote was given to
Labor. So in truth you gave your vote to someone else to
use it the way they wanted. In other words, a relatively
small group of people decides who will lead this country..
That is not a democracy



Like 2 Reply

That is not a democracy.

Report

Like  Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

It is not offensive at all. It is bewildering.

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

when the attempt to deny any other expression of opinion
and the clear support of the installation of racism and
division that starts the removal of democracy and
Australians to all be Australian, that is extremely offensive

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago (Edited)

support of the installation of racism and division is clear
anti-human

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

all so true, enjoy the bandt hate of Australia to your own
hearts content, not for many true and real Australians

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

the incitement of insurrection by the socialist
greens/labor coalition, I pity you lack of any
comprehension other blindly spouting doctrine as
directed

Report



Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

That's absolute rubbish and insulting to Australian
democracy RSP.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Kookaburra 1 year ago

Selective perhaps in your opinion, but the actions of the
Queen were very very clear and consistent. I do not deny the
history, but that is not now. The issue of certain people
wanting to criticise countries and people, is that they are also
selective about time periods in which things happened!

Report

Like 6 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Absolutely, the Commonwealth under Elizabeth 2 has been
steadfast on Human rights. I invite an opinion otherwise.

Report

A kid from the
noughties 1 year ago

A professor touts becoming a republic while venting her spleen.

Professor of common sense and dignity, understanding and
compassion?  Not at all.

I hate to think about what sort of a republic it would be if she's
advocating it.

Urgently, she says.

She'd help us all if she took her personal qualities back to where she
f



Like  15 Reply

came from. 

But I doubt they'd want her either.

Report

Like  18 Reply

Mike 1 year ago

To the 10% - do you get it yet?

Report

Like 25 Reply

Tim 1 year ago

The passing away of anybody always reveals a persons true character
- today, the Greens have spectacularly failed

Report

Like 24 Reply

D 1 year ago

An abhorrent and insensitive comment by the Greens senator.
Disgraceful.

Report

Stuart 1 year ago

I thought everyone here was about free speach?

What she said was poorly timed certainly, but did she say anything
untrue about the history of the British monarchy? Is she not allowed
to have her own opinions?

The condemnation and abuse being thrown around lays out your
hypocrisy for all to see unless you are willing to also defend her right
to freely voice her opinion.



Like 2 Reply Report

Like 25 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

Sorry?
You have a problem with us expressing our opinions, comrade?

Report

Like  18 Reply

Mickey 1 year ago

Nothing in all the world is more dangerous than sincere
ignorance and conscientious stupidity.

Report

Like  14 Reply

RSP 1 year ago

To paraphrase Ellison... “She is not entitled to any opinion. She is
only entitled to an informed opinion. No one is entitled to be
ignorant.”

Report

Like  14 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

Its amazing how easily the left display their ignorance, and
often proudly,

Report

Like  1 Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Now there's some sage advice.

Now let's see some people try and apply it.

Report



Like 7 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

so keep open support of the greens against humanity, such a
disgraceful comment, not political but respect of which such
greens/labor coalition voters will never understand, zero to do
with democracy that is hated so much, but respect for tribute of
world service and grace

Report

Like  11 Reply

dinky di 1 year ago

Try that in the country she comes from. No one asked her to
come here. 

Report

Bruce - the other
one! 1 year ago

The problem is not being able to 'have your own opinion', rather
it is a question of respect for the dead ...and a lack of plain good
manners.

There is a time and place for everything, including free speech,
but not a diatribe masquerading as  the same.

Extremist, ideological woke culture however with its name-
calling and virtue-signalling has actually served a positive
purpose in this instance.

Now  we know the true character of someone who as a
politician, a ostensibly is our representative acting in our
interests. We don't want this kind of representation.

Ms Maruqi is a sensationalist who has no idea of good manners
nor smart politics.

She has further damaged the Green's brand compounding that



Like 9 Reply

already done by  her equally insensitive Leader, Bandt.

Clueless in the extreme.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

I agree it was disrespectful in its timing, I would suggest
many comments now being made far exceed what the
greens have done when it comes to being disrespectful.

Report

Like 4 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

No one said she did not have the right to say what she did
Stuart even though some might consider it hate speech.
Of course, hate speech is a construct of the left, the term does
not exist on the right because the right generally let people say
what ever they want and indeed, Sky has done exactly that.
The left are the ones promoting "de-platforming" and actively
censor. 
The current British Monarchy colonized nothing, and are not
racist.
For all we know you and I might have racist relatives 5
generations back. Do we deserve condemnation for that?

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

I'm really struggling to follow you here, so it's ok to be
abusive and disrespectful if it's against a Greens senator?

Report

Reardon 1 year ago

So the chain of events is that the Green senator was



Like 2 Reply

So, the chain of events is that the Green senator was
abusive and disrespectful (in my view and that of others).
Some have chosen (in response) to criticize her for that
.The criticism comes in different levels of intensity. 
I think your comment was an attempt to paint the senator
as a victim.

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Nope, she's not a victim, I'm not sure she was abusive
either, the extreme responses are however are very
hypocritical for the most part and loaded with some
genuinely terrible abuse.

Report

Like 24 Reply

Interested Aussie 1 year ago

Classless buffoon

Report

Like 28 Reply

peter 1 year ago

What an insensitive woman you are Mehreen. Choosing to not even
have the decency to wait until a more appropriate time to have "that"
discussion. Interestingly you mention colonization but yet you chose
this colony to call home. How sadly hypocritical of you. To think that
my tax payers money pays your living 

Report



Garry 1 year ago (Edited)

Why doesn’t she �y out? but no she would rather stay and criticise
Australia and continue to put her hand out and collect the multitude
of bene�ts and the quality of life we enjoy.



Like 28 Reply Report

Like 25 Reply

Tim 1 year ago

Sad thing is that we are paying these idiots

Report

Like 20 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago (Edited)

Well, the truth be told Pakistan is a failed idea. I suggest, with all
due respect, go back, and show them how to do it. Obviously
This Lady, should be their next leader of  Pakistan why are you
here? I've never respected that. Why leave a country that you
could assist, your own? I see, it's the freedom of democracy that
you hide beneath, got it, darl. And your cricket team is crap by
the bye.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

“Darl.”

Then resorts to an insult directed at the nation’s sporting
team. 

Brilliant. 

You are leading the way on the intellectual capacity of the
conservative perspective…darl. And I bet my footy team is
better than yours….so, nah!!!

Brilliant commentary. 

Love how education has been trashed by many on this
thread. 

Report



Like  1 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

garbage again, easy to see such lack of any intellect in any
socialist

Report

Like 31 Reply

michaeldee 1 year ago

On ya bike, Ms Faruqi .

Report

Like 20 Reply

Hagar 1 year ago

Let ‘em go … these degenerates are making the job so much easier
for Peter Dutton to waltz straight to the top at the next election 

Report

Like 28 Reply

Les the other one 1 year ago

Whether you are a monarchist or republican you still need to pay
respect to a great person who was dedicated to her position, country
and the commonwealth and is a great loss to this world.

When parliament resumes I hope that they censure these morons
for their comments and put it on record that this hate speech is not
acceptable in this country.

Les the other one 

Report

Paul 1 year ago

The watermelons have no respect.
They call us racists, 
Net zero is to destroy our economies so they can apply their
idiocy



Like  18 Reply

d ocy

Build back better

Barbariansism is not better than western civilisation

We historically have beaten barbarians before,  we can do it
again. 

Report

Like 3 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

The Ancient Romans referred to the Britons are barbarians,
actually. Who beat whom?

Report

Like 5 Reply

A kid from the
noughties 1 year ago

Ancient Romans or 20th century Romans?

Report

Like 5 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

Western civilisation pretty much started with the
Renaissance 
That's when art, science, education, politics really took on.
That's really when the barbarians converted to religion
and civilisation.

Report

Danielle 1 year ago



Like  1 Reply

???

Report

Like 2 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

Well Paul, I think there were progressive conversion
before the enlightenment but I'd agree that the "West"
emerged from the renaissance and the enlightenment.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

I’m still trying to work out the role of the “20th century
Romans.”

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

He means the USA, Paul speaks a different language,
you'll catch on.

Report

Like  11 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

yet they support racism to be installed in Australia and dare
call others racist, such disgrace of the greens/labor coalition
will not be forgotten

Report

Like  11 Reply

Tim 1 year ago

The ALP will never do it - couldn't do it over the �ag issue - they
are hand-in-glove

Report



Like 29 Reply

js 1 year ago

Do something Albo
This action is just unacceptable  from a elected representative of the
Senate
Sack her

Report

Like  10 Reply

Margaret 1 year ago

Sack all of them

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Sack them? The Trump fan club around here don’t seem to
comprehend the notion of democracy. No surprises there. 

Report

Like 6 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

The "Trump fan club" as you pejoratively put it understand
democracy perfectly well. It is the current woke driven left
that have perverted the meaning of the term through the
insane blend of post modernism, critical theory and
cultural Marxism ( and other nuances).
No surprises there.

Report

Like 3 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

All American elections have been suspect - remember the
“hanging chads” in 2000? But 2020 was more suspect
than others.

Report



Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Err no, the most suspect things about US elections are the
voter suppression and gerrymandering, guess what side
that largely comes from.

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

democrats

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

Go Mr Trump, President again

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Incorrect.

Report

Like  13 Reply

Mickey 1 year ago

JS, Albo won't say a word as he lacks the balls to do so...... 

Report

Like  1 Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Sack her? For what?

Report

AJ 1 year ago



Like  1 Reply

attacking the commonwealth which it swore to uphold, is
that also treason?

Report

Like  19 Reply

Hagar 1 year ago

Is there a difference between unhinged and having serious mental
issues ?

Report

Like  17 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

Climate idiocy based on climate fear and ignorance. 

Report

Like  13 Reply

Hagar 1 year ago

Who ? The Greens or LeftyLabor or The Teals or all of em ? 

Report

Like 9 Reply

Paul 1 year ago

All of them
Build back better are barbarians 

Report

Like  10 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Narcissism. 

Report

Paul 1 year ago

I'm waiting for the greens to start tearing down statues, burning
hi i l b ildi b l h B i i h h d h



Like 23 Reply

historical buildings because only the British  have made these great
historical things that made everyones lives better.

And the lefts destruction continues with their climate idiocy.

Report

Like 25 Reply

John 1 year ago

Surprising the Senator does not wish to return to her own
nation, with her dissatisfaction living in this wonderful nation,
Australia!

Report

Like  17 Reply

Mark 1 year ago

The totally uneducated trying to educate. The best years of this
country are long gone.

Report

Like 6 Reply

Margaret 1 year ago

Must have a charity degree and appointment.

Report

Like 34 Reply

Paulie72 1 year ago (Edited)

As a Pakistanian/Muslim woman, it seems strange Faruqi would
openly condemn her own religion and historic leaders for their 'racist
empire(s) built on stolen lives, land and wealth of colonised peoples'
as Islam has done across the Middle East and Africa.

Report



Like 2 Reply

Garry 1 year ago

“Oh no”…..Don’t mention the war.

Report

Like 28 Reply

Steve2 1 year ago

Why on earth do hard working tax payers have to fork out for these
imbeciles a salary?
I'm convinced we've won the race to the bottom when it comes to
electing public representatives 🙁

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

And you are free to express your opinion - as much as I disagree
it - just as AB is. Yet, what you demand, you can’t seem to allows
to have. 

Report

Like 8 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

abuse of someone that has passed in grace and dignity is an
abomination on humanity, that is never to be tolerated and is
not opinion but

Report

Like 2 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

I referred to AB. Please quote what he said that was
“abusive”. 

Report

AJ 1 year ago

the direct expression of a desire to implement a system



Like  1 Reply

the direct expression of a desire to implement a system
that denigrates and attacks the graceful life of someone
that has just passed, that is abuse

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Ahhh, no. No that's not abuse at all. Mainly on account of
you completely missing what was actually said.

Report

Like  10 Reply

Steve2 1 year ago

Danielle, I can't think of a single utterance of common sense
or dignity the Greens have ever presented to the Australian
public...that's my opinion. 

Report

Like 2 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

And I will respectfully disagree with you, Steve. 

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

as is proven through bandt and faruqi and thorpe,
socialist have zero respect for anything except their own
blathering and hate

Report

Like  13 Reply

jonathan 1 year ago

R.I.P👸🇬🇧

Report



Like 28 Reply

Denise 1 year ago

The Greens have a  �xation on the past .
Watch the History channel and be educated !!
Yes they are unhinged and out if touch with reality .
They divide the country with their ideologies and 
unrealistic views .
Move on please respect our Queen , you could learn 
a lot from her humanitarian ways with people .
I am absolutely disgusted with the lack of respect 
by the extreme left .

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

The Greens have a “�xation on the past”? You have zero
comprehension of the notion of conservatism, despite it being
YOUR �xation on restoring and preserving the past. Look up the
principles of conservatism. 

Report

Like 4 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

look it up conservation is the maintenance of truth and facts,
the greens/labor coalition are simply attempting to rewrite
fabricated �ction into history, so what is the argument to
support racism

Report

Danielle 1 year ago

I don’t need to look it up, AJ. I’ve studied it at length. Sorry,
should no doubt apologise for that. Conservatism is - in
essence - the resistance of change. Logically, a resistance
of PROGRESS. 



Like  1 Reply Report

Like 2 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

I love it when people with zero comprehension themselves
accuse other people of zero comprehension. Tells you a lot
about a person.
One could also seek the relativist position and say
conservatism is what ever I say it is because that is my truth.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Conservatism is preservation of existing pattens - or better
still, reverting to traditions to past.

That is the de�nition of conservatism. If you don’t like that
de�nition, take it up with lexicographers. That’s what it
means.

It’s not a matter of opinion. If that’s not YOUR version of
conversation, then you have invented something entirely
different. That is your right. Go for it. Just don’t call it
conservatism because its de�nition is not debatable.

It is what it is! 

Find a new term for your political ideal if that doesn’t suit
you. 

Conservatism is - by its actual de�nition - anti-progress. 

Invent your own lexicon for it if you can’t accept that
reality. 

Report

Elizabethan 1 year ago



Like 4 Reply

“If you’re not a socialist when you are 20, you have no
heart. If you’re not a conservative by the time you are 40,
you have no brain.” 

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

You misquoted...

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

No need for them to invent new words @ Danielle,
conservative nails it.

Report

Like 2 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

Existing patterns are often the result of validated
observation. An existing pattern is not necessarily wrong.
It is a feature of post modern wokeism that the meaning
of words can be changed since there is no such thing as a
truth. Truths and words are social constructs. Isn't that
how it goes? I disagree with that view.
The conservative view is that there are truths and these
truths are knowable.
The conservative view used to be that poly aromatic
hydrocarbons were harmless. The conservative view now
is that they are not.
The conservative view used to be that the earth is �at.
Now it is not.
De�nitions seem to be debatable. I note that the
de�nition of a woman is currently under widespread
debate.

Report



Like 2 Reply

Reardon 1 year ago

De�nitions are often debatable. The de�nition of a
woman is currently widely debated. 
One of the functions of the court system is to interpret
de�nitions.
I can't �nd a reference for conservatism being anti
progress. Where did that come from?

Report

Like 28 Reply

Healthy Cynic 1 year ago

Albo said he was going to make politics in Canberra nice.  You know
the memo about "new politics" that he has mentioned before.  Well
his mates the Greens aren't nice.  Is he going to lecture them they
way he daily lectures Morrison?

Report

Like 7 Reply

A kid from the
noughties 1 year ago

Albanese and the ALP, just like Rudd & Gillard, are in bed with
the greens.

What ever it takes.

Report

Like 35 Reply

PW 1 year ago

Such disrespect, its like spitting venom at your father under his roof. 
Why did you even bother coming to this country Faruqi?

Report

Scraggz 1 year ago

From one of those who probably bene�tted from the positive



Like 30 Reply

From one of those who probably bene�tted from the positive
aspects of colonialism. There was more good than bad but that
doesn't register with these mental pygmies!

Report

Like 26 Reply

Stephen P 1 year ago

This indicates the type of Parliament that was voted in in May 2022.
The total disgrace that this person, Adam Bandt have voiced their
views following the death of Queen Elizabeth II.

This is just another example of how Parliament will be till 2025.

Report

Like  11 Reply

Margaret 1 year ago

Bandt = ill-mannered lout.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Respect right there. 

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

well said Margaret

Report

Robinoz 1 year ago

Let's hope that all the adverse publicity coming out of the mouths
and on the dresses of those in the Greens Party and associated with
them enhances the intelligence of those who vote Greens in future.

Ms Faruqi needs to choose a country more suited to her values and



Like 33 Reply

Ms Faruqi needs to choose a country more suited to her values and
beliefs and move there instead of sucking in the grand salary and all
the bene�ts that British inheritance has brought to our country.
Don't like it, leave.

Report

Like 20 Reply

lgil 1 year ago

Well said 

Report

Like  10 Reply

jonathan 1 year ago

This is one off the best piece of writing I have seen in years, true
journalism at it's best, thank-you 👌

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

You really need to expand your reading.

Report

Like  Reply

jonathan 1 year ago

What do you suggest Stuart

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

More than just sky news opinion pieces for a start, read
outside of your bubble, that's why I'm here, I like to see all
sides then go from there when forming an opinion.

Report

Susan 1 year ago



Like  1 Reply

y g

Well said 👏👏👏👏👏

Report

Like 28 Reply

Nic 1 year ago

The Greens clearly hate Australia and Australians. Stop taking
taxpayers money and go - heard there may be a rocket to Mars
leaving soon

Report

Like  12 Reply

Margaret 1 year ago

Funny, those with the most to say are not Australian born. So if
they don't like Australia, why are they here?

Report

Like 7 Reply

Susan 1 year ago

Like everything these days,  follow the money!

Report

Like 3 Reply

Nic 1 year ago

Exactly, it's not about serving Australians

Report

Like 26 Reply

Phil Park 1 year ago

Elected by labour preferences, so that shows that labour condones
these comments or Albo would condemn them

Report

Denise 1 year ago



Like  15 Reply

Phil Park

Albo would never condone the Greens .
They and the unions run the country !!

Report

Like  15 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

wait, the coward albo has indicated to promote the republic
within a week, albo under directions from bandt

Report

Like 6 Reply

Denise 1 year ago

AJ

True . He wanted a Republic on the day afte4 he win the
election !
Why is he taking two weeks off from Parliament !!

Report

Like 4 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

another junket at taxpayer expense so a not to answer any
questions

Report

Like 30 Reply

angry 1 year ago

My grandfather taught me if you have nothing nice to say to say
nothing at all 
A very wise old man 

Report



Like  19 Reply

Aquinas 1 year ago

I was taught that myself, and I fear those virtues are dying out
with the former generation. This is a very sad day for Western
society with the virtues of Queen Elizabeth passing away and
the likes of Ms Faruqi getting publicity and liked by 10 percent
of Australians.

Report

Like  13 Reply

Denise 1 year ago

angry

The Queen practised it too .

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Indeed she did. An absolute icon in that regard. 

You lot could learn from that. 

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

and so says the socialist that supports the installation of
racism and division that will bused as the �rst step to
remove democracy, zero respect or grace exists with
socialism

Report

Healthy Cynic 1 year ago

The types of  people mentioned in this article, support stopping



Like  14 Reply

climate change, Voices to parliament, treaties with existing citizens,
rewriting our history and to turn the country into a republic.  They
are in bed with the ALP, most of their agenda items are the same.

Yet as demonstrated today, these people are ungrateful, rotten
individuals.  How then can anything they propose be taken seriously,
let alone become legislated?  It beggers belief that Australia and
other western democracies are being "governed" or at least
in�uenced by pretty horrible individuals.

Report

Like  14 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

Check out the electorate, it will give an idea of what's going on.
Fool's like this Woman are followed by the uneducated and
weak.

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Funny, the monarchy also believe in those things...

Report

Like 28 Reply

Aquinas 1 year ago

And 10 percent of Australians vote for this Green hate-speech. 
Australian culture is getting very grubby. 

Report

Like 30 Reply

The Deplorable 1 year ago

The Greens are all for tolerance and acceptance for all unless you
happen to think differently to them or your relatives did things they
disagree with from 200 years ago. No one hates like the left.

Report



Like 33 Reply

Francis, a Gael man 1 year ago

Green is generally considered the colour of toxic waste.

Report

Like 35 Reply

Mick 1 year ago

The Greens are a national embarrassment.

Report

Like 25 Reply

Aaron 1 year ago

For Myself, John Howard sum's it up. No matter the past, Our Queen
lived though it, with great dignity and wisdom. I have nothing but
admiration for Her. If only those who would try to sully, had I deeper
understanding of Her achievements, and the inspiration She
bestowed upon others in diverse nation, God blesd the Queen.

Report

Like  15 Reply

The Climate Magician 1 year ago

These socialist Marxist left will only be happy when we are called the
People’s republic of Australia.

Report

Like  12 Reply

confused 1 year ago

No they won't.  They will never be happy or maybe if we are
called the people's republic of the greens.

Report



Like 23 Reply

Nothing 1 year ago

Sometimes it is better to reserve your opinion. Leveraging the death
of anyone is reprehensible. Are we classyfying the tweets by Bandt et
al as hate speech?

Report

Like  16 Reply

confused 1 year ago

Yes de�nitely, I don't know about anyone else, but that's how I
feel.

Report

Like  11 Reply

Aitch 1 year ago

@ Norhing Perfectly put.

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Does Mr Morrison trying to pro�t politically count?

Report

Like 22 Reply

Tim 1 year ago

What is this party doing in Government - they don't respect the
Constitution, the �ag or have any idea of empathy for those that
grieve - they are a blight on Australia and its citizens

Report

Denise 1 year ago

Tim

And does Labor respect our �ag ?



Like  10 Reply Report

Like 6 Reply

Tim 1 year ago

And the Teals.....big question

Report

Like 26 Reply

Brian 1 year ago

An immigrant from Pakistan lecturing us about the Queen. I've
heard it all now.
Every person who voted this person in should feel ashamed.

Report

Like  14 Reply

confused 1 year ago

What makes it worse is Pakistan is also in the Commonwealth.

Report

Like 29 Reply

lgil 1 year ago (Edited)

I also believe that the queen would never have been so disrespectful
towards her or anyone in the greens for that matter 
her majesty had too much class and dignity to do what they are
doing 

Report

Like 21 Reply

noel 1 year ago

How low can she and the Greens go. Someone help them out of the
gutter. 

Report

confused 1 year ago



Like 21 Reply

You can't help those who refuse to help themselves and if they
wanted to get out of the gutter they wouldn't be egging each
on with their hatred.  Leave them in their toxic gutter, but don't
treat them like they deserve to be helped out.

Report

Like  19 Reply

Tim 1 year ago

Nah....leave them there, they belong in the gutter

Report

Like 26 Reply

Nullius in verba (The
Original) 1 year ago

Adam Bandt, Mareen Faruqui, and Linda Thorpe we will not forgive
nor will we ever forget your behaviour  to this the most beloved
Queen in recorded history.  Australians of all persuasions are grieving
the loss of this amazing Monarch, who served tirelessly for 70 years,
and worked right up to two days before she died. We will never
forget her great service to  the Commonwealth, just as we will never
forgive the vile individuals that have criticized her on this a most
solemn and sad day.  God Bless her Majesty .

Report

Like 2 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Love the way you speak for us all. I have bucket loads of respect
the late queen….but she was a political �gurehead. The death of
a political �gure logically invites a political response. Why are
you behaving like you knew her personally? She worked
tirelessly and led a healthy, long life. I’d call that privilege. 

Report

Elizabethan 1 year ago

No Danielle the Queen was always above politics



Like 4 Reply

No, Danielle, the Queen was always above politics.

This is possible, you know.

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Missing the point Elizabethan, the political response she's
referring to is not from the late Queen obviously.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

“But she was a political �gurehead.”

Report

Like 2 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

again the lefty misdirection, pretense of support then
denigrates the system of monarchy which has been
removed from politics for many, many decades, living with
grace and serving with grace is not a privilege but a choice
and delivered by the Queen of Australia far beyond the scope
of of socialists here

Report

Like 4 Reply

Susan 1 year ago

Nullius in Verba, we’ll said and spot on 👏👏👍👍

Report

Dennis 1 year ago

You know it's good to have Faruqi's comments publicised.

It's an excellent juxtaposition of character with Elizabeth II.



Like  19 Reply

It s an excellent juxtaposition of character with Elizabeth II.

Report

Like 27 Reply

Rob 1 year ago

Well what do you expect?  All the Greens are unhinged.

Report

Like  15 Reply

Nelson 1 year ago

Maybe not have Faruqi's image in the same article as Elizabeth ll ...
we should ignore the disgraceful comments with the amount of
attention they deserve ie none at all.

Report

Like  12 Reply

confused 1 year ago

I thought that myself Nelson regarding the picture, I �nd it a
little insulting to the Queen.

Report

Like  17 Reply

lgil 1 year ago

Ok let’s try again 
This party is tweeting these things in Australians name and it is
embarrassing to the world for us to be doing this. 

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Let me guess: you applauded all of Trump’s tweets as POTUS?

Report

A kid from the
1 year ago



Like 7 Reply

noughties 1 year ago

Regardless, what does Trump have to do with Faruqi's
obnoxious behaviour?

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

“This party is tweeting these things in Australians name
and it is embarrassing to the world for us to be doing
this.” 

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Didn’t Trump do that and you all applauded it?

Report

Like  1 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

Fully applauded the condolence of Mr Trump, deplored
any response of hate from bandt and faruqi

Report

Like 6 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

See Trump’s eloquent, heartfelt tribute to Queen Elizabeth
and learn.

Report

Danielle 1 year ago

I have posted on this thread that I have always respected
h l h id hi ll di f l



Like  1 Reply

the late queen. I have said nothing at all disrespectful
because I feel no disrespect. Not sure what you think
Trump has to teach me. My comment was in response to
a comment directed at the Greens. Your contribution here
is utterly misplaced. 

Report

Like 3 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

You’ll know when you read it and, obviously, you haven’t.

Report

Like 26 Reply

Angry Ant 🐜 1 year ago

What is with some of these Greens with their hatred and disrespect
for their adopted country

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

I see zero disrespect for their “adopted country”. I see quite the
opposite. Republicanism is patriotism. What else is it???

Report

Like 5 Reply

A kid from the
noughties 1 year ago

Thanks for clarifying; your comprehension of Faruqi's
outburst the opposite to mine.  She clearly hate Australia and
it's British heritage and form of government.

Report

Danielle 1 year ago

She hates the latter yeah As is her right I’m no fan either



Like  1 Reply

She hates the latter, yeah. As is her right. I m no fan either.
Lots of indigenous people across the plant would logically
empathise.

Report

Like 5 Reply

A kid from the
noughties 1 year ago

She said stolen land - why is she still living here if she
believes that's true?

She said stolen wealth - why does she accept taxpayer
funds as her remuneration if she believes that's true?

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

It IS stolen land. 

Report

Like 3 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

All land is “stolen” if you go back far enough. 

Would you rather we never existed?

Report

Like 2 Reply

Angry Ant 🐜 1 year ago

Then please if you are a land owner give it back that
would then be making a statement

Report

AJ 1 year ago



Like  Reply

y g

socialism at its worst, if you want a republic �ne, but
Australia is not and may never be, do you hold an Australian
Commonwealth Passport, if such patriotism is wanted now
then hand back the passport

Report

Like 23 Reply

confused 1 year ago

Is it about time Australia showed the disdain and disrespect for the
Greens as they are showing to us?  If we did, if we treated them with
the hate and disrespect they treat us, I could only imagine the
outrage.  Fortunately the majority of Australians have more respect
than the Greens, so it is best that we don't join the disrespectful
minority with no values, but it is so hard when the Greens just simply
don't care about values.

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Here's some food for thought, you're already much more
disdainful and disrespectful than the Greens.

Your words consistently show this.

Report

Like  1 Reply

AJ 1 year ago

so well done to all that have exposed the maligning
disrespect by the greens

Report

Like 25 Reply

Ian 1 year ago

Typical comments from a Marxist communist.

Report



Like 25 Reply Report

Like 34 Reply

John 1 year ago

More importantly are the uninformed cretins who voted for these
people and condone such appalling behavior - disgraceful.

Report

Like 27 Reply

Brian 1 year ago

Totally agree.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

I’m one of those “uninformed cretins”.

Funny how you lot apply the notion of respect to others. 

Report

Like 5 Reply

Brad 1 year ago

Interested to know......why do you vote for them???

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago (Edited)

You stumped me with that question: would you like a
thesis or simpli�ed essay? Decided I’d settle with one
word…a swear word to conservatism: progress. 

Report

AJ 1 year ago

always stumped and never able to reply with any
coherence Advertisement



Like  1 Reply

coherence

Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Very clear what Danielle said, she voted Green because
she believes in progress.

Report

Like 4 Reply

Brian 1 year ago

Who?

Report

Like 26 Reply

Jones 1 year ago

Disgraceful comments no empathy at all !!! Very Sad

Report

Like 23 Reply

confused 1 year ago

What is wrong with these people they love kicking others while
they're down.  I can't comprehend how anyone would think this is
even remotely appropriate.  I think it is time the Greens apologise for
there incentive remarks.

Report

Like  18 Reply

Jones 1 year ago

Apology  not in their vocabulary sadly .

Report
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Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

Apologise for having an opinion on Australia’s future? 

Report

Like 3 Reply

Elizabethan 1 year ago

That’s being a little disingenuous, Danielle.

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

How?

Report

Like  1 Reply

Danielle 1 year ago

A political �gure head has died and they have an opinion
on that and how that relates to Australia’s future. 

You lot bang on about your freedoms, yet are so quick to
deny others of very very fundamental freedoms…such as
freedom of expression. 

How is it the Sky audience so routinely sulks about being
“cancelled” and “silenced”…yet you are so quick to do the
same when others don’t agree with you?

Report

AJ 1 year ago

still spouting false dogma and still zero willingness to
answer any questions other than the standard socialist
abuse of others and promote removal of all freedoms,
socialists only permit freedoms they solely allow, still a
joke



Like  Reply Report

Like  Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

No AJ, no false dogma and is trying to answer questions,
your statement described your comments quite
accurately however.

Report

Like 37 Reply

peter 1 year ago

If Ms Faruqi is a person of her word then she must live her
convictions and move to a country not bathed in the darkness of
racism as she claims. I for one would not mourn her departure.

Report

Like  19 Reply

lgil 1 year ago

I’ll help pay her ticket 

Report

Like 21 Reply

confused 1 year ago

She is a green no carbon emissions allowed.  But I could
build her a leaky boat.

Report

Like 21 Reply

Nullius in Verba 1 year ago

I don’t suppose the Greens can even spell empathy (or civility,
decency, respect…)

Report

Danielle 1 year ago
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